The continuous probability Rayleigh distribution is one of the important Is an important distribution that can be used To analyze signal data and statistical error data as well as time to failure, so we work on modifying two parameters Rayleigh ( ) into three parameters one's ( ) through exponentiated, the new obtained, also the formula for r th moments about origin is derived, to be used in estimating of parameters and also of reliability function. All derivation required were explained and the estimators by maximum likelihood and moments were obtained using different sets of initial values and the replicate of each experiment is ( ), the results are compared by using mean squared error (MSE).
Introduction
The Rayleigh distribution is one of the continuous probability distribution, which is one of the family of distribution introduced by, Burr (1942) , it is used in analysis of signal and also in representing statistical errors of all types. Rayleigh distribution has many applications in representing statistical model for life time data (Lawless, J.F. [1982] ) [7] , Dey 
Moment Estimator Method
We find the formula for the r th moments, about origin;
After some steps we have;
, we can obtain moments estimates for three parameters of (E -Ray).
Maximum Likelihood Estimator
Let ( ) be a r. s. from , , then;
By using newton raphson method to get the parameter estimator of 4. Simulation The estimation and comparison has been done through simulation procedures, were the values are generated from;  The results are compared by statistical measures mean squares errors.
